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INTRODUCTION

Enterprise databases continue to grow in size and number, resulting in increased
systems management and administration complexity. Oracle Database 10g
(henceforth denoted as Oracle Database 10g in this paper) introduces an
integrated set of self-managing capabilities to simplify administration, increase
efficiency and lower the costs associated with systems management, whatever
your workload.
This paper discusses the architecture and components of Oracle’s new
performance diagnosis and monitoring technology, which is built into the
database server and externalized through Oracle Enterprise Manager (EM). This
technology greatly simplifies the diagnosis and tuning process for Oracle
databases. The major components discussed in this paper are the Automatic
Workload Repository (AWR), Automatic Database Diagnostic Monitor
(ADDM), and Oracle Enterprise Manager (EM). Underlying all of these
components is the code instrumentation in the Oracle database code that
generates the wealth of diagnostic statistics available from the Oracle database.
PROBLEM OVERVIEW

Database performance optimization has developed a reputation as part science,
part art, and part wizardry. It is common belief that it is complex, time
consuming task and requires expensive specialist consulting skills. It is
practiced by individuals under the cover of darkness and is an experience that
only a few are privileged to perform. You have to be part of the “inner circle” to
be successful in performance optimization.
Is tuning databases really that difficult? Does it require detailed knowledge of
how to “tweak” 200 parameters and dozens of features within Oracle? Is more
tuning better than less? The answer is an emphatic NO for all questions.
1

Some of the features referenced below are part of separately licensed
Diagnostic and Tuning packs. Please refer to the appendix at the end of the
document for more details.
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How often have you searched for that magical underscore parameter that will
improve the performance of every Oracle database? We have great news for
you. In Oracle Database 10g, we will make you dreams come true. All you need
to do, is set _MAKE_SQL_RUN_FASTER = TRUE in your Oracle
initialization file and that will make every database in your enterprise run faster
with absolutely no downside. Sure, and did we also tell you that we have a
bridge we can sell you and are feverishly working on getting you a salary raise?
Okay, time to get real! Performance diagnosis and tuning is mostly about
following a logical, methodical approach. Fortunately computers are pretty good
at that!
ISSUES WITH ACCURATE PROBLEM DIAGNOSIS

Before performing any changes to the system it is vital to perform accurate and
timely diagnosis of the problem that is being experienced. Many a database
administrator (DBA) will often look at symptoms and immediately set to work
to change the system to fix those symptoms. Anyone who has done “real”
performance optimization work will advise you that accurate diagnosis of the
actual problem significantly increases the probability of success in resolving the
problem.
However, we have observed that it is not uncommon for DBAs to spend large
amounts of time and effort fixing performance symptoms rather than
determining the performance diseases that plague systems. Many a time,
symptom fixing results in little in the way of performance improvements. Often
a symptom is treated because the DBA knows how to treat the symptom. He or
she has done it before and engages in this new round of symptom fixing. This
new round of symptom fixing is done with the belief that the same performance
fix was applied in the previous iteration, should obviously work exactly the
same way, this time around. And all of this makes the assumption that at least
the symptom was correctly diagnosed in the first case, which is unfortunately
not always the case!
It is redundant yet relevant to state that tuning is an iterative process and fixing
one problem may cause the bottleneck to move (or shift) to another part of the
system. Often, in order to diagnose a performance problem it has been necessary
to first identify the part of the workload causing the problem and then repeat the
workload after having turned on more detailed diagnostics. We call this
workload replay. Workload replay may not always be possible due to the
following reasons:
1. Identifying the workload causing the problem is a non-trivial exercise.
2. A large percentage of applications cannot just be rerun without setting
up copies of production databases.
These two issues alone can often add weeks and sometimes months to the
diagnostic process.
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OVERVIEW OF ORACLE DATABASE 10G DIAGNOSTIC BENEFITS

The Automatic Database Diagnostic Monitor (ADDM) built into the Oracle
Database 10g provides the following benefits:
1. Automatic performance diagnostic report every 60 minutes
2. Problem diagnosis based on decades of tuning expertise
3. Time-based quantification of problem impacts and recommendation
benefits
4. Identification of root cause, not symptoms
5. Greatly reduced need to replay workload for detailed analysis due to
completeness of the data held in the Automatic Workload Repository
(AWR).
REACTING TO AN ORACLE PERFORMANCE PROBLEM

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the new performance capabilities in Oracle
Database 10g, we now will evaluate the required steps to solve a performance
problem prior to Oracle Database 10g and contrast it with the method in 10g.
The same problem scenario results in very different diagnostic efforts. You
probably will have guessed by this time, that the diagnosis in 10g, is
significantly simpler when compared to the prior releases.
Reducing the diagnostic effort will allow the DBA to spend time fixing
problems, which in our opinion is where a DBA’s real expertise will come to
play.
Pre-Oracle Database 10g – The Before Image

1. In this section we will look into an example of what is involved in
diagnosing a performance problem in releases prior to Oracle Database
10g:
2. A DBA receives a call from a user (or an alert) complaining that the
system is slow.
3. The DBA examines the server machine and sees that there are plenty of
resources available, so obviously the slowdown is not due to the
machine being out of horsepower.
4. Next (he or she) looks at the database and sees that many of the sessions
are waiting on ‘latch free’ waits.
5. Drilling down into the latches he sees that most of the latch free waits
are on ‘library cache’ and ‘shared pool’ latches.
6. From experience and referring to a number of books on the subject, the
DBA knows that these latches are often associated with hard parsing
issues. As a double check he looks at the rate at which the statistics
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‘parse time elapsed’ and ‘parse time cpu’ are increasing. It is also
observed that the elapsed time is accumulating much faster than CPU
time so the suspicion is confirmed.
7. At this stage the DBA has a number of ways that he can precede, all of
which are trying to identify skewed data distribution. One way is to
look at the statistics for ‘parse count(hard)’ for all sessions to see if
there are one or more sessions responsible for the majority of the hard
parses. An alternative is to examine the shared pool to determine if
there are many statements with the same SQL plan, but with different
SQL text. In our example the DBA will do the latter and finds that there
are a small number of plans each of which has many different SQL texts
associated with it.
8. Reviewing a few of these SQL statements reveals that the SQL
statements contain literal strings in WHERE clauses and so each of the
statement must be separately parsed.
9. Having seen cases like this before the DBA can now say that the root
cause of the problem is hard parsing caused by not using bind variables,
and can move on to fixing the problem.
10. In performing these steps the DBA had to use his expertise to diagnose
the cause of the problem and could easily have made the wrong
decision at any of the steps resulting in wasted time and effort.
Oracle Database 10g - The After Image

Taking the same example we can see a noticeable difference in Oracle Database
10g:
1. A DBA receives a call from a user complaining that the system is slow.
2. The DBA examines the latest ADDM report (a complete sample is
provided in Appendix A below) and the first recommendation reads:

FINDING 3: 31% impact (7798 seconds)

----------------------------------SQL statements were not shared due to the usage of literals. This resulted in
additional hard parses which were consuming significant database time.

RECOMMENDATION 1: Application Analysis, 31% benefit (7798 seconds)
ACTION: Investigate application logic for possible use of bind variables instead of
literals.
ACTION: Alternatively, you may set the parameter "cursor_sharing" to "force".
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RATIONALE: At least 854 SQL statements with PLAN_HASH_VALUE
1934014309 were found to be using literals. Look in V$SQL for examples of such
SQL statements.

The DBA immediately knows that over 30% of the time in the database is being
spent parsing, the actual problematic literal SQL statement(s) and how many of
such literal statements exist. The DBA also has recommendations as to what to
do to resolve the situation. In addition the DBA has not been adding overhead to
the system with his diagnostic process.
This example highlights the major savings in time and effort that result from the
automated diagnostic capabilities of Oracle Database 10g.
INTELLIGENT INFRASTRUCTURE

The ability to diagnose performance problems in Oracle systems does not
happen by chance. Tuning experts need to understand the way that the database
works and the ways they can do to influence it. The automatic diagnostic
capabilities of Oracle Database 10g did not happen by chance either. In order to
enable this new functionality many changes have been made in the Oracle server
particularly in the area of code instrumentation.
Database Statistics

With each new release of the database more performance statistics are added
that allow us to diagnose issues within the database. Several of the new statistics
introduced in 10g were added specifically to improve the accuracy of the
automated diagnosis of performance issues. One advantage of producing a tool
inside the server is that if a problem is hard to diagnose we can add more
instrumentation to make it easier!
Wait Classes

There are now over 700 different wait events possible in an Oracle Database
10g. The main reason for the increase is that many of the locks and latches have
been broken out as separate wait events to allow for more accurate problem
diagnosis. To enable easier high-level analysis of the wait events they have been
categorized into WAIT CLASSES based on the solution space that normally
applies to fixing a problem with the wait event. For example exclusive TX
locks are generally an application level issue and HW locks are generally a
configuration issue. The most commonly occurring wait classes and a few
examples are listed below:
1. Application - locks waits caused by row level locking or explicit lock
commands
2. Administration – DBA commands that cause other users to wait like
index rebuild
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3. Commit – wait for redo log write confirmation after a commit
4. Concurrency – concurrent parsing and buffer cache latch and lock
contention
5. Configuration –undersized log buffer space, log file sizes, buffer cache
size, shared pool size, ITL allocation, HW enqueue contention, ST
enqueue contention
6. User I/O – wait for blocks to be read off disk
7. Network Communications – waits for data to be sent over the network
8. Idle – wait events that signify the session is inactive such as ‘SQL*Net
message from client’
Time Model

When trying to tune an Oracle system there are many components involved, and
each component has its own set of statistics. In order to look at the system as a
whole it is necessary to have some common currency for comparing across
modules, for example would the overall performance improve if we moved
memory from the buffer cache to the shared pool? The only viable common
currency is time. If the expected improvement in performance by moving 8MB
to the shared pool is x and the expected drop in performance by moving 8MB
out of the buffer cache is y then a positive value of x-y indicates a net benefit. In
10g most of the advisories report their findings in time. There are also new
statistics introduced called ‘Time model statistics’ which appear as the new
V$SYS_TIME_MODEL and V$SESS_TIME_MODEL views. This
instrumentation help us to identify quantitative effects on the database
operations.
DB Time

The most important of the new statistics is ‘DB time’. This is the total time spent
in database calls. The objective of tuning an Oracle system could be stated as
reducing the time that users spend in performing action on the database, or
reducing ‘DB time’. If we reduce the ‘DB time’ of the system for a given
workload we have improved performance. The reduction in ‘DB time’ can also
be used as a measure of the effectiveness of tuning efforts.
Other time model statistics allow us to quantitatively see the effects of logon
operations and hard and soft parses, for example. This data was not directly
available in previous releases of the product and therefore quantitative analysis
of the impact of these operations was not possible.
Active Session History (ASH)

Sampling of V$SESSION_WAIT has been an effective way of examining what
is happening on a system in real time since Oracle7. The V$SESSION_WAIT
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view contains details about current wait events down to the level of which
individual blocks are being read and which latches are being waited on and by
how many sessions. However this detailed information was not easily available
for historical analysis.
In Oracle Database 10g the V$ACTIVE_SESSION_HISTORY view presents a
sampled history of what has happened in the database, recorded in a circular
buffer in memory. Because only sessions that are ‘ACTIVE’ are captured i.e.
those in a database call, this represents a manageable set of data, the size being
directly related to the work being performed rather than the number of sessions
allowed on the system. When sessions are waiting on a resource, for example an
IO, when sampled, the completion of the wait causes the sampled data to be
‘fixed up’ so that the entry in V$ACTIVE SESSION_HISTORY will include
the time that the wait event actually took to complete.
Using the Active Session History allows us to go ‘back in time’ and perform
analysis in great detail and often removes the need to replay the workload to
gather additional performance tracing information as part of performance
diagnosis.
The data captured in the V$ACTIVE_SESSION_HISTORY is essentially a fact
table that we can dimension in many different ways to answer questions like
‘What is the most frequently seen SQL statement?’ and ‘ What object is a
particular user reading?’
Some of the columns in the view are:
1. Sid
2. SQL id
3. Current wait event and parameters
4. Wait event time
5. Current object
6. Module
7. Action
Additional SQL statistics

A new column SQL_id has been introduced. This is a ‘more unique’ value than
the hash value and appears as a character string. SQL_id is used for all
operations on SQL statements in the Oracle Database 10g Intelligent
Infrastructure.
The most common of the wait classes described above have been added to the
SQL statistics in V$SQL. Time spent in PLSQL and Java are also quantified.
In order to allow a much more thorough analysis by the SQL tuning advisor
sample bind values for SQL statements are also captured.
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OS statistics

One of the issues that we run into with timing data in the database is that many
CPU timers have several orders of magnitude less granularity than elapsed
timers. This can result in understating of CPU time as many operations will
report zero CPU usage. As CPU get faster this problem gets worse. Paging and
swapping activity as a result of pressure on memory can also affect the
performance of the database but were not diagnosable by looking at any of the
available database statistics. The new view V$OSSTAT captures machine level
information in the database so that we can easy determine if there are hardware
level resource issues.
Database Metrics

Many of the database statistics available are cumulative counters. However,
when doing reactive real-time performance diagnosis it is normally the rate of
change of the counter that is important, rather than its absolute value since
instance startup. Knowing that the system is currently performing 15,000 IOs
per second or 3 IOs per transaction is rather more helpful than knowing that the
database has performed 27 millions IOs since it was started. Performance
monitoring software will often display these rates or metrics when presenting
the throughput of the system. Alerting thresholds can often be set based on rates
too. In Oracle Database 10g metrics are available pre-calculated, normalized by
both time and by transaction. Most metrics are maintained at a one minute
interval.
AWR: A Repository of Performance Information

The importance of maintaining a repository of information about the operation
of an Oracle system has been understood for a long time. The Statspack scripts
shipped with the database since 8i have been very widely used. In 10g we take
this to the next level with the introduction of the Automatic Workload
Repository. AWR runs automatically to collect data about the operation of the
Oracle system and stores the data that it captures into the database. AWR is
designed to be lightweight and to self manage its use of storage space so that
you don’t end up with a repository of performance data that is larger than the
database that it is capturing data about.! After a default installation AWR will
capture data every 30 minutes and will purge data that is over 7 days old. Both
the frequency and length of time for which data is kept can be configured.
Manual snapshots can also be performed.
AWR captures all of the data previously captured by Statspack plus the new
data described above. The data captured allows both system level and user level
analysis to be performed, again reducing the requirement to repeat the workload
in order to diagnose problems. Optimizations have been performed to ensure
that the capture of data is performed efficiently to minimize overhead. One
example of these optimizations is in the SQL statement capture. Working within
the database we maintain deltas of the data for SQL statements between
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snapshots. These allow us to capture only statements that have significantly
impacted the load of the system (across a number of different dimensions such
as CPU and elapsed time,) since the previous snapshot in an efficient manner,
rather than having to capture all statements that had performed above a
threshold level of work since they first appeared in the system, as was
previously the case. This both improves the performance of the SQL capture and
greatly reduces the number of SQL statements that are captured over time.
Statements are captured based on the cumulative impact of all executions over
the time period, so a heavily executed statement that completes in less than one
second per execute will be captured alongside a single parallel query that ran for
15 minutes.
The new Active Session History (ASH) data is captured in to AWR by
‘sampling the samples’ to reduce the volume of data. ASH data may also be
flushed into the AWR on disk structures between snapshots if its circular buffer
fills up.
The new statistics and workload repository provide the basis for improved
performance diagnostic facilities in Oracle Database 10g which support both
proactive and reactive monitoring with ADDM and the EM Performance Page
respectively.
Automatic Database Diagnostic Monitor: Proactive Diagnostics

Building upon the data captured in AWR Oracle Database 10g includes the
Automatic Database Diagnostic Monitor (ADDM), a holistic self-diagnostic
engine built right into the database. Using a medical analogy, using ADDM is
very much like visiting your General Practitioner. It looks at the whole system,
gives a diagnosis and then either suggests treatment itself or it may refer you to
specialists, other 10g advisory components, such as the SQL tuning advisor. As
ADDM runs automatically after each AWR statistics capture you might want to
think of it as getting a regularly scheduled performance checkup every 30
minutes. In much the same way that a doctor will treat you regardless of race or
creed ADDM will be equally at home working on any type of database, OLTP,
data warehouse or mixed.
ADDM [Figure1] examines data captured in AWR and performs analysis to
determine the major issues on the system on a proactive basis and in many cases
recommends solutions and quantifies expected benefits. ADDM takes a holistic
approach to the performance of the system, using time as a common currency
between components.
The goal of ADDM is to identify those areas of the system that are consuming
the most ‘DB time’. ADDM drills down to identify the root cause of problems
rather than just the symptoms and reports the impact that the problem is having
on the system overall. If a recommendation is made it reports the benefits that
can be expected, again in terms of time. The use of time throughout allows the
impact of several problems or recommendations to be compared. Previously
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many problems have been identified based on value judgments and experience
rather than quantifiable impacts. A good example of this is a system that is
experiencing a high logon rate. A rule of thumb might have said that a logon
rate of greater than 10 per seconds was a problem and should be fixed. However
many systems can run significantly higher logon rates without it noticeably
affecting performance. Using the new Time Model data in AWR, ADDM can
report quantitatively that logons are taking 20% of time spent in the database.
This quantified value can make it much easier to convince whoever needs to do

Figure 1: ADDM Architecture

the work to fix the problem or arrange for it to be fixed, rather than just making
a statement such as ‘I think that you are doing too many logons’.
At the top most level ADDM uses Time Model and Wait Model data to focus on
where time is being spent in the database and drills down through a top-down
tree structured set of rules. The classification tree used inside ADDM is based
on decades of performance tuning experience in the Oracle Server Technologies
Performance Group at Oracle HQ and other performance experts. Many of the
rules have also been exercised in an Oracle internal tool that has been used very
successfully by the Oracle Support organization for processing Statspack files
for more than a year.
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In developing the diagnostic method the intention was to handle the most
frequently seen problems and to drill down to the root causes of problems rather
than just reporting symptoms. The problems detected by ADDM include:
1. CPU bottlenecks
2. Poor connection management
3. Excessive parsing
4. Lock contention
5. IO capacity
6. Under sizing of Oracle memory structures e.g. PGA, buffer cache, log
buffer
7. High load SQL statements
8. High PL/SQL and Java time
9. High checkpoint load and cause e.g. small log files, aggressive MTTR
setting
10. RAC specific issues
Some of these problems were previously detectable by performing analysis of
Statspack reports, while others, such as identifying SQL statements spending a
lot of time in Java and identifying the cause of excessive checkpointing could
not be determined without performing additional diagnostic work; ADDM does
more than just the equivalent of performing Statspack analysis.
Appendix B contains a fuller list of the major problem areas reported by
ADDM. Note that in the hard parsing example given above latch contention is
reported only as a symptom and the hard parsing is reported as the root cause.
With the use of data from ASH it is often possible to fully diagnose a problem
without requiring the overhead of replaying the workload.
ADDM also documents the non-problem areas of the system. Wait classes that
are not significantly impacting the performance of the system are pruned from
the classification tree at an early stage and are listed so that the DBA can
quickly see that there is little to be gained by performing actions in those areas.
Again this saves time and wasted effort (both human and hardware) fixing
things that will not impact the system performance overall.
How do you see what ADDM has diagnosed? The report produced by ADDM is
available both a textual report and though EM. Using EM the ADDM findings
are available right from the Database Home Page. Clicking on the link will take
you to the ADDM Findings Screen and then to any recommendations. Appendix
A includes the code to manually produce the report and a sample text report.
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Database Home Page

ADDM Findings
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ADDM Recommendations

ADDM Recommendations…(2)
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Reactive Performance Diagnostics: EM Performance Page

There will always be cases where real time problem diagnosis needs to be
performed. An irate user calls the DBA or the DBA sees a sudden spike in the
activity of the system on the monitor on his screen. The new EM Performance
Pages uses the same data sources as AWR and ADDM to display information
about the running of the database and the host system in a manner that is easily
absorbed and allows for rapid manual drilldown to the source of the problem.

Reactive Performance
Analysis

The database performance page consists of three sections displaying host
information, user activity and throughput information on a single screen. With
this information the DBA can first verify that the machine has ample CPU and
memory resources available before analyzing the database. Then the database
health can be assessed from the Active Sessions graph that shows how much
CPU the users are consuming and if there are users waiting for resources instead
of running on the CPU. Finally the page shows a throughput graph that can be
used to correlate if throughput is affected by machine resources, CPU
consumption, or resource contention.
The Active Session graph is rich in data. The chart shows the average number of
active sessions on the Y-axis broken down by the wait class and CPU. This
number represents the average load on the database. There may be 200 sessions
connected and concurrently working on an Oracle instance but if only 10 are
active at a point in time, then the number of active sessions on the graph will be
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10. This data is refreshed every 15 seconds so that analysis can be done on
problems in real-time.
The graph was designed to be simple to use. The rule of thumb being the larger
the block of color the worst the problem, and the next step is to just
click/drilldown on the largest color area. Clicking on the color area or its
corresponding line in the legend will bring up a drill down window showing the
sessions and SQL statements related to that wait class. Diagnosing a problem
just becomes point and click!
The pages below show an example of using EM both in the manual, reactive
mode and also the use of ADDM to look at the same issue. We start with the
EM Database Home Page.

DB Home
ADDM Page

Perf Page
Top Activity

Top Session

Top SQL

SQL Detail

Wait Detail

ADDM Detail

Session Detail

The ‘Top Activity Link’ on the Performance Page refers to drill downs by
different dimensions, important of which are Top Sessions and SQL.
The EM interface also supports monitoring slow or hung systems using nonSQL based or memory-based access. This mode is very similar to the normal
SQL based access and provides relevant information where possible to diagnose
slow/hung systems. It is integrated with the ORADEBUG Hang Analysis option
that is useful when assessing if the system is making progress albeit slow. The
memory based access is available through the link “Monitoring in Memory
Access Mode” under Related Links available at the bottom of the Database
Home, Performance and other drilldown pages, and Database Down Page.
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D atabase H om e P age

7

1

3

2

4

5

D a t a b a s e H o m e P a g e ( c o n t d .)

6

1. Host CPU, in this graph, host CPU is being used at approximately 85%
and all of it is being used by this database instance. The warning
threshold has been exceeded for host CPU utilization.
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2. Active Sessions, there are 8.9 active sessions over the last sample; out
of which more than 6 sessions on average are waiting for resources.
3. SQL Response Time, the current response of the tracked set of SQL is
132% versus the baseline response of 100%. If the baseline and
response time are equal, the system is running normally. In this case,
the system is performing more slowly than normal.
4. Diagnostics Summary, there are links to three diagnostic (ADDM)
recommendations, policy violations detected on the system, and Alert
Log errors
5. Alerts, there is a critical alert due to Tablespace USERS becoming full
and seven other warning alerts
6. Misc. : Monitoring slow/hung systems in Memory Access Mode
7. We click on the Performance tab to go to the EM Performance Page

DB Home
ADDM Page

Perf Page
Top Activity

Top Session

Top SQL

SQL Detail

Wait Detail

ADDM Detail

Session Detail
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Database Performance Page

5
3

4

2
1

1. The Maximum CPU line is an important reference point. When the
green “CPU Used” value reaches maximum CPU line, then the database
instance is running at 100% CPU of the host machine.
2. All other values than “CPU Used” represent users waiting and
contention for resources. In this case the biggest contention area is
“Concurrency”. By either clicking on the colored area of the graph or
on the legend, we can go to a drill down with more detailed
information.
3. Run ADDM Now: ADDM runs pro-actively every hour by default,
which is also the default AWR snapshot interval. The snapshot interval
as well as retention time can be customized if required. ADDM can
detect persistent and long running problems on the system
4. Run ASH Report: ASH Report is useful in order to find the root causes
of sudden spikes or transient performance problems lasting even a few
minutes. ASH Report has information that includes blocking session
details, transaction ids, Top Sessions, SQL, Wait events and other such
information aggregated by different dimensions that help in narrowing
down the cause of transient problems. Some highlights of the ASH
report are discussed in the next section.
5.

“View Data” drop down list can be selected from 15 sec, 60 sec or
Manual Refresh, and Historical mode. When Historical mode is
selected, the past performance of the system within the AWR retention
period is shown
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A SH R eport – Som e details

4

1

6

5

2

3

1.

Source of the ASH Report (AWR/ASH Memory)

2.

Target of the ASH Report (in this case a long running session)

3.

Top Wait Events for the Session

4.

Top SQL Command Types

5.

Activity Over Time for the Session

6.

Top SQL statements

The above ASH report was run a production database in-house on which a
particular process was causing significant bottleneck. The ASH report
indicates a skew in user wait events (db file sequential read) and SQL run
by the session. Further, for all slots durations, we can look for skew in event
waits /event counts. Similarly, looking for skew along different dimensions
that are listed in the ASH report we can narrow down the cause of problems.
In the above case, we used the ASH Report to find the cause of slowdown
in activity that was reported by a user. It can also be used for analysis of
transient performance problems. ASH Report can also be run through
command line interface ($OH/rdbms/admin/ashrpti.sql) on a particular
target dimension or a combination of dimensions. ASH Report can also be
used for a particular target of interest over a large time span that is within
the AWR retention to get coarse-grain footprint of its execution. The
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footprint obtained generally obviates the need to reproduce problems that
happened in the past when diagnosing performance problems.
Besides the ASH report, we can also diagnose performance problems using
the EM Performance Page drilldowns that is described below.
In the Database Performance Page, Active Sessions Graph, all other values
than “CPU Used” represent users waiting and contention for resources. In
this case the biggest contention area is “Concurrency”. By either clicking
on the colored area of the graph or on the legend, we can go to a drill down
with more detailed information.

DB Home
ADDM Page

Perf Page
Top Activity

Top Session

Top SQL

SQL Detail

Wait Detail

ADDM Detail

Session Detail
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W ait Drill Down

1

3

2

1. Active Sessions Waiting: Concurrency – gives details of waits in this group. The gray
rectangle is a slider box that can be positioned over points of interests, changing the
details in the Top SQL and Sessions bar charts on the lower half of the screen.
2. Top SQL by Wait Category– displays the SQL statements that were found
waiting the most times during the sample interval. The ideas is that if one or few
statements is the majority then it should be looked into, which is the case, so we drill
down on this statement..
3. Top Session by Wait Category – displays the sessions that were found waiting the
most during an interval. In this case, the waits are fairly well balanced, but if one session
stood out it should be looked at in more detail.
4. Misc.: The bar charts in Top SQL and Sessions also give a breakdown by the Wait
category. Scrolling the mouse over the bar charts illustrates the percentage of time spent
on that wait category.
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DB Home
ADDM Page

Perf Page
Top Activity

Top Session

Top SQL

SQL Detail

Wait Detail

ADDM Detail

Session Detail

SQL Detail and Top Session Page have been redesigned in Oracle Database Release 2
to display how information in a meaningful way. There are 4 tabs available on the SQL
Details page a) Activity b) Statistics c) Plan d) Tuning Information

SQL Drill Down - Activity

1

45

23
12

34

1. SQL drill down - Activity, lists the text for this SQL statement
2. The number of active sessions that were running this query
3. The 5 minute duration that was selected and breakdown by wait
category for this SQL statement.
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4. Users executing the SQL statement and breakdown by wait category for
the 5 minute duration selected
5. “View Data” drop down menu can be selected among a) Manual
Refresh b) Refresh every 15 seconds c) Historical. The Historical
View shows the query performance and other statistics when the query
ran in the past.

Clicking on the SQL drilldown by Statistics tab displays a screen similar to the
following:
SQL Drill Down -Statistics

1

2

3

1. Active Sessions (y-axis) that were running the SQL by time (x-axis)
2. Activity by Time - breakdown by Elapsed, CPU, Wait Times. Also break
down by PL/SQL, SQL, Java times
3. Execution and other information about the SQL that could be useful in
identifying and tuning it.

Let’s now go to ADDM Findings and see what ADDM will recommend for the
above SQL statement.
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DB Home
ADDM Page

Perf Page
Top Activity

Top Session

Top SQL

SQL Detail

Wait Detail

ADDM Detail

Session Detail

ADDM Findings

1

2

3

1. A sudden dramatic increase in the number of average active users at this
point.
2. The blue icon shows that the ADDM output displayed at the bottom of
the page corresponds to this point in time.
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3. The findings give short summary of what ADDM found as performance
areas in the instance that could be tuned. Clicking on the finding takes
us to details about the finding and recommendations.

DB Home
ADDM Page

Perf Page
Top Activity

Top Session

Top SQL

SQL Detail

Wait Detail

ADDM Detail

Session Detail

ADDM Recommendations…(1)

1

2
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ADDM Recommendations…(2)

1

2

4

5

1. For the first ADDM finding, there were high level of inserts into
a table that needed freelists. The simplest solution is show here of
moving the table into a tablespace with automatic segment space
management.
2. Similarly, for the second ADDM finding (hot data block issue
that caused high concurrency waits, ADDM’s solution was to
increase the PCTFREE to resolve the performance bottleneck.
CONCLUSION

Oracle Database Performance diagnosis is an important part of the role of the
DBA and has historically consumed significant amounts of time and effort with
little in the way of guaranteed returns. The proactive automatic diagnostic
capabilities of ADDM, AWR and ASH in Oracle Database 10g provide the
DBA with the findings and recommendations so that efforts can be focused
where they will result in the most benefit in system throughput. The code
instrumentation put in place to support the capabilities also enhance the
functionality of the real-time reactive tuning method supported by Enterprise
Manager.
The diagnosis is done at a much lower cost (both in terms of money spent and
system resources utilized) compared to traditional monitoring systems. In the
end, the customer (you) will reap significant benefits in the various selfmanaging initiatives provided by Oracle Database 10g.
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APPENDIX A
Manual ADDM Operation

Example 1 is a script to display the most recent ADDM report
Example 2 is a sample ADDM text report
set long 1000000Example 1: ADDM report for the latest run
set pagesize 50000
column get_clob format a80
select dbms_advisor.get_task_report(task_name) as
ADDM_report
from
dba_advisor_tasks
where task_id = (
select max(t.task_id)
from
dba_advisor_tasks t, dba_advisor_log l
where t.task_id = l.task_id
and t.advisor_name = 'ADDM'
and l.status = 'COMPLETED');
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Example 2: ADDM report
DETAILED ADDM REPORT FOR TASK 'ADDM:1557521192_1_3897' WITH ID 19011
-------------------------------------------------------------------Analysis Period: 10-MAY-2005 from 17:32:44 to 18:43:03
Database ID/Instance: 1557521192/1
Database/Instance Names: SR2E/sr2e
Host Name: stacs36
Database Version: 10.2.0.0.0
Snapshot Range: from 3896 to 3897
Database Time: 38050 seconds
Average Database Load: 9 active sessions
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
FINDING 1: 67% impact (25470 seconds)
------------------------------------Read and write contention on database blocks was consuming significant
database time.
RECOMMENDATION 1: Schema, 32% benefit (12177 seconds)
ACTION: Consider using ORACLE's recommended solution of automatic
segment space management in a locally managed tablespace for the
tablespace "USERS2" containing the TABLE "ORDER_ENTRY.PARTS_ORDER"
with object id 52824. Alternatively, you can move this object to a
different tablespace that is locally managed with automatic segment
space management.
RELEVANT OBJECT: database object with id 52824
RATIONALE: There was significant read and write contention on TABLE
"ORDER_ENTRY.PARTS_ORDER" with object id 52824.
RELEVANT OBJECT: database object with id 52824
RECOMMENDATION 2: Schema, 32% benefit (12177 seconds)
ACTION: Consider partitioning the TABLE "ORDER_ENTRY.PARTS_ORDER" with
object id 52824 in a manner that will evenly distribute concurrent
DML across multiple partitions.
RELEVANT OBJECT: database object with id 52824
RATIONALE: The INSERT statement with SQL_ID "drajyyt2718u9" was
significantly affected by "buffer busy" waits.
RELEVANT OBJECT: SQL statement with SQL_ID drajyyt2718u9
INSERT INTO PARTS_ORDER VALUES (PARTS_ORDER_SEQ.NEXTVAL, 'X')
RECOMMENDATION 3: Schema, 32% benefit (12177 seconds)
ACTION: A temporary solution may be achieved by increasing the number of
free lists in segment "ORDER_ENTRY.PARTS_ORDER".
RELEVANT OBJECT: database object with id 52824
ACTION: A temporary solution may be achieved by increasing the number of
free list groups in segment "ORDER_ENTRY.PARTS_ORDER".
RELEVANT OBJECT: database object with id 52824
RATIONALE: There was significant read and write contention on TABLE
"ORDER_ENTRY.PARTS_ORDER" with object id 52824.
RELEVANT OBJECT: database object with id 52824
RECOMMENDATION 4: Schema, 29% benefit (11009 seconds)
ACTION: Consider rebuilding the TABLE "ORDER_ENTRY.ALL_WORK_STATUS" with
object id 52822 using a higher value for PCTFREE.
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RELEVANT OBJECT: database object with id 52822
RATIONALE: The UPDATE statement with SQL_ID "apw4h02zd7y5s" was
significantly affected by "buffer busy" waits.
RELEVANT OBJECT: SQL statement with SQL_ID apw4h02zd7y5s
UPDATE ALL_WORK_STATUS SET STATUS=:B2 WHERE USERNO = :B1
RECOMMENDATION 5: Schema, 3.4% benefit (1289 seconds)
ACTION: Consider using ORACLE's recommended solution of automatic
segment space management in a locally managed tablespace for the
tablespace "USERS2" containing the INDEX
"ORDER_ENTRY.PARTS_ORDER_I_PNUM" with object id 52825. Alternatively,
you can move this object to a different tablespace that is locally
managed with automatic segment space management.
RELEVANT OBJECT: database object with id 52825
RATIONALE: There was significant read and write contention on INDEX
"ORDER_ENTRY.PARTS_ORDER_I_PNUM" with object id 52825.
RELEVANT OBJECT: database object with id 52825
RECOMMENDATION 6: Schema, 3.4% benefit (1289 seconds)
ACTION: Consider partitioning the INDEX "ORDER_ENTRY.PARTS_ORDER_I_PNUM"
with object id 52825 in a manner that will evenly distribute
concurrent DML across multiple partitions.
RELEVANT OBJECT: database object with id 52825
RATIONALE: The INSERT statement with SQL_ID "drajyyt2718u9" was
significantly affected by "buffer busy" waits.
RELEVANT OBJECT: SQL statement with SQL_ID drajyyt2718u9
INSERT INTO PARTS_ORDER VALUES (PARTS_ORDER_SEQ.NEXTVAL, 'X')
RECOMMENDATION 7: Schema, 3.4% benefit (1289 seconds)
ACTION: A temporary solution may be achieved by increasing the number of
free lists in segment "ORDER_ENTRY.PARTS_ORDER_I_PNUM".
RELEVANT OBJECT: database object with id 52825
ACTION: A temporary solution may be achieved by increasing the number of
free list groups in segment "ORDER_ENTRY.PARTS_ORDER_I_PNUM".
RELEVANT OBJECT: database object with id 52825
RATIONALE: There was significant read and write contention on INDEX
"ORDER_ENTRY.PARTS_ORDER_I_PNUM" with object id 52825.
RELEVANT OBJECT: database object with id 52825
SYMPTOMS THAT LED TO THE FINDING:
SYMPTOM: Wait class "Concurrency" was consuming significant database
time. (73% impact [27591 seconds])
FINDING 2: 29% impact (11009 seconds)
------------------------------------A hot data block with concurrent read and write activity was found. The block
belongs to segment "ORDER_ENTRY.ALL_WORK_STATUS" and is block 84533 in file 5.
RECOMMENDATION 1: Application Analysis, 29% benefit (11009 seconds)
ACTION: Investigate application logic to find the cause of high
concurrent read and write activity to the data present in this block.
RELEVANT OBJECT: database block with object# 52822, file# 5 and
block# 84533
RATIONALE: The SQL statement with SQL_ID "apw4h02zd7y5s" spent
significant time on "buffer busy" waits for the hot block.
RELEVANT OBJECT: SQL statement with SQL_ID apw4h02zd7y5s
UPDATE ALL_WORK_STATUS SET STATUS=:B2 WHERE USERNO = :B1
RECOMMENDATION 2: Schema, 29% benefit (11009 seconds)
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ACTION: Consider rebuilding the TABLE "ORDER_ENTRY.ALL_WORK_STATUS" with
object id 52822 using a higher value for PCTFREE.
RELEVANT OBJECT: database object with id 52822
SYMPTOMS THAT LED TO THE FINDING:
SYMPTOM: Wait class "Concurrency" was consuming significant database
time. (73% impact [27591 seconds])
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
---------------------Wait class "Application" was not consuming significant database time.
Wait class "Commit" was not consuming significant database time.
Wait class "Configuration" was not consuming significant database time.
Wait class "Network" was not consuming significant database time.
Wait class "User I/O" was not consuming significant database time.
Session connect and disconnect calls were not consuming significant database
time.
Hard parsing of SQL statements was not consuming significant database time.
The analysis of I/O performance is based on the default assumption that the
average read time for one database block is 10000 micro-seconds.
An explanation of the terminology used in this report is available when you
run the report with the 'ALL' level of detail.
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APPENDIX B
Top Issues detected and reported by ADDM
- OS Memory Paging
- CPU bottlenecks due to Oracle as well as non-Oracle workloads
- Top SQL statements along with top objects by the following criteria (when
applicable)
- CPU
- elapsed
- IO bandwidth
- IO latency
- interconnect traffic in RAC
- Top statements by PLSQL and JAVA execution time.
- Excessive connection management (login/logoff).
- Hard Parse contention due to
- shared pool undersizing
- literals
- invalidations
- bind size mismatch
- failed parses
- Excessive soft parsing
- Hot sequences leading to contention.
- Excessive wait times caused by user locks (via the dbms_lock pkg)
- Excessive wait times caused by DML locks (e.g.: lock table ..)
- Excessive wait times caused by pipe put operations (e.g.: dbms_pipe.put ..)
- Excessive wait times caused by concurrent updates to the same row (row lock
waits)
- Excessive wait times due to inadequate ITLs (large number of concurrent
transactions updating a single block).
- Excessive commits and rollbacks in the system leading to high overhead on a per
transaction basis (logfile sync).
- I/O capacity issues due to limited bandwidth and latency and potential causes (like
excessive checkpointing due to logfile size and MTTR, excessive undo, etc..)
- Inadequate I/O throughput for db block writes by DBWR.
- System slowdown due to inability of archiver processes to keep up with redo
generation.
- Log buffer contention and sizing issues
- Undersized redo logfile issues
- Contention due to extent allocation
- Contention due to moving the high watermark of an object
- Undersized memory issues
- SGA Target Advice
- PGA
- Buffer Cache
- Shared Pool
- Hot block (with block details ) with high read/write contention within an instance
and across the cluster.
- Hot object with high read/write contention within an instance and across the
cluster.
- Buffer cache latch contention due to access patterns.
- Cluster interconnect latency issues in a RAC environment.
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-

Inability of LMS processes to keep up in a RAC environment leading to
congestion for lock requests.
Instance skew related to congestion and contention in RAC
RMAN IO and CPU issues
Streams and AQ issues, advice
Resource Manager wait events
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APPENDIX C: ORACLE DIAGNOSTIC AND TUNING PACKS

The sections below describe the Oracle Diagnostic and Tuning packs. These
packs can be purchased only with Enterprise Edition. The features in these
packs are accessible through Oracle Enterprise Manager Database Control,
Oracle Enterprise Manager Grid Control, and APIs provided with Oracle
Database software.
Oracle Diagnostic Pack

The Oracle Diagnostic Pack provides automatic performance diagnostic and
advanced system monitoring functionality. The Diagnostic Pack includes the
following features:
•

Automatic Workload Repository

•

Automatic Database Diagnostic Monitor (ADDM)

•

Performance monitoring (database and host)

•

Event notifications: notification methods, rules, and schedules

•

Event history and metric history (database and host)

•

Blackouts

•

Dynamic metric baselines

•

Monitoring templates

In order to use the features listed above, you must purchase licenses for the
Diagnostic Pack. The Diagnostics Pack functionality can be accessed by
Enterprise Manager links as well as through the database server command-line
APIs. The use of either interface requires a Diagnostic Pack license.
Enterprise Manager

To determine which links in Enterprise Manager Grid Control and Database
Control are part of the Diagnostics Packs, click the Setup link on the top righthand part of the Enterprise Manager Home page.
•

When you click the Setup link, the navigation bar contains the
Management Pack Access link. Click this link.

•

This will take you to the Management Pack Access page, which
allows you to grant and remove access from all the management
packs.
o

For Enterprise Manager Database Control, click the
Remove Access radio button for the Diagnostic Pack and
click Apply.

o

For Enterprise Manager Grid Control, click the appropriate
check box for the Diagnostic Pack and click Apply.
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This will disable all the links and tabs associated with the Diagnostics Pack in
Enterprise Manager. All the disabled links and tabs are part of the Diagnostics
Pack and therefore require pack license.
Command-Line APIs

Diagnostics Pack features can also be accessed by way of database server APIs
and command-line interfaces:
•

The DBMS_WORKLOAD_REPOSITORY package is part of this
pack.

•

The DBMS_ADVISOR package is part of this pack if you specify
ADDM as the value of the advisor_name parameter, or if you specify for
the value of the task_name parameter any value starting with the ADDM
prefix.

•

The V$ACTIVE_SESSION_HISTORY dynamic performance
view is part of this pack.

•

All data dictionary views beginning with the prefix DBA_HIST_ are
part of this pack, along with their underlying tables.

•

All data dictionary views with the prefix DBA_ADVISOR_ are part
of this pack if queries to these views return rows with the value ADDM
in the ADVISOR_NAME column or a value of ADDM* in the
TASK_NAME column or the corresponding TASK_ID.

•

The following reports found in the /rdbms/admin/ directory of the
Oracle home directory are part of this pack: awrrpt.sql, awrrpti.sql,
addmrtp.sql, addmrpti.sql, awrrpt.sql, awrrpti.sql, addmrpt.sql,
addmrpti.sql, ashrpt.sql, ashrpti.sql, awrddrpt.sql, awrddrpi.sql,
awrsqrpi.sql, awrsqrpt.sql.

Oracle Diagnostics Pack Enterprise Manager Repository Views

•

Monitoring Views
o

MGMT$BLACKOUT_HISTORY

o

MGMT$BLACKOUTS

o

MGMT$ALERT_ANNOTATIONS

o

MGMT$ALERT_NOTIF_LOG

o

MGMT$TARGET_METRIC_COLLECTIONS

o

MGMT$METRIC_COLLECTIONS

o

MGMT$TARGET_METRIC_SETTINGS

o

MGMT$AVAILABILITY_CURRENT

o

MGMT$AVAILABILITY_HISTORY
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•

o

MGMT$ALERT_CURRENT

o

MGMT$ALERT_HISTORY

o

MGMT$METRIC_DETAILS

o

MGMT$METRIC_CURRENT

o

MGMT$METRIC_HOURLY

o

MGMT$METRIC_DAILY

Template Views
o

MGMT$METRIC_DAILY

o

MGMT$TEMPLATES

o

MGMT$TEMPLATE_POLICY_SETTINGS

o

MGMT$TEMPLATE_METRIC_COLLECTION

o

MGMT$TEMPLATE_METRIC_SETTINGS

Oracle Tuning Pack

The Oracle Tuning Pack provides database administrators with expert
performance management for the Oracle environment, including SQL tuning
and storage optimizations. The Oracle Diagnostic Pack is a prerequisite product
to the Oracle Tuning Pack. Therefore, to use the Tuning Pack, you must also
have a Diagnostic Pack. The Tuning Pack includes the following features:
•

SQL Access Advisor

•

SQL Tuning Advisor

•

SQL Tuning Sets

•

Reorganize objects

In order to use the features listed above, you must purchase licenses for the
Tuning Pack. The Tuning Pack functionality can be accessed by the Enterprise
Manager links as well as through the database server command-line APIs. The
use of either interface requires licensing of the Tuning Pack.
Enterprise Manager

To determine which links in Enterprise Manager Grid Control and Database
Control are part of the Diagnostics Packs, click the Setup link on the top righthand part of the Enterprise Manager Home page.
•

When you click the Setup link, the navigation bar contains the
Management Pack Access link. Click this link.
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•

This will take you to the Management Pack Access page, which
allows you to grant and remove access from all the management
packs.
o

For Enterprise Manager Database Control, click the Remove
Access radio button for the Tuning Pack and click Apply.

o

For Enterprise Manager Grid Control, click the appropriate
check box for the Tuning Pack and click Apply.

This will disable all the links and tabs associated with the Tuning Pack in
Enterprise Manager. All the disabled links and tabs are part of the Tuning Pack
and therefore require pack license.
Command-Line APIs

Tuning Pack features can also be accessed by way of database server APIs. Use
of the following PL/SQL packages requires a license for the Oracle Tuning
Pack:
•

DBMS_SQLTUNE

•

DBMS_ADVISOR, when the value of the advisor_name parameter
is either SQL Tuning Advisor or SQL Access
Advisor.

The following report found in the /rdbms/admin/ directory of the Oracle home
directory is part of this pack: sqltrpt.sql.
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